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Who we are
Red Urban is a digital advertising agency in Amsterdam. For more than 10 
years we have been creating results-driven campaigns for our customers. 
We have an idea for an activating programme that will allow Wikipedia to 
reach more people and generate more donations. 
!
The goal of this meeting is to make each other’s acquaintance and to 
assess whether the idea is worth developing further. 



Insight
Wikipedia is the largest and most consulted encyclopedia in the world. 
Can we make the content of this encyclopedia relevant for more people 
and occasions? And can we collect more donations that way? 
!
After WikiVoyage, WikiBooks, WikiData, WikiUniversity, etc., here’s… 



Wikiplay 





Wikiplay
Free Social Knowledge Games 
‣ WikiPlay is a platform for casual quiz games for mobile phones and 

internet, where questions and answers are generated from Wikipedia. 
‣ WikiPlay can be played by two or more people, allowing them to test 

their knowledge about certain topics with others. 
- Topics, like Wikipedia, can be edited by anyone. Anybody can add new topics and/or questions. 
- This will create a growing library of topics that players can use to compete against each other.



mobile game



Gameplay
Players sign up once. Pick a subject from the list and challenge  
up to three friends for a game of WikiPlay. 
!
The basis of the game derives from the classic game Trivial Pursuit.  
Spin the WikiPlay wheel to determine the category for your next question. 
Answer a multiple choice question within the time limit.  
Answer correctly, and you get another turn. Answer incorrectly,  
and it’s the next player’s turn.



game interface



join existing game create a new game



give your answer



Scores
As soon as a player has answered a question correctly in  
each category, the round is over. The player who has most  
points wins the round.  
!
Points are allocated according to speed, the number of correct  
answers given and the number of rounds won. Progress is kept  
track of in football score-style. 



Library
What makes WikiPlay unique is that anybody can add new topics  
and questions, leading to a diverse collection of WikiPlays. 
Think current issues, special interest topics, topics for associations  
and groups of friends, topics for fans, for schools… 
!
The greater the popularity of a topic, the longer it will remain in the library. 
Through in-game donations, you can unlock new topics or extra 
questions. Or perhaps simply express your gratitude. 



exited? 



Next steps
‣ Is this a project worth developing further? 
‣ What topics should we choose for the launch? 
‣ What shape should the campaign for WikiPlay take? 
‣ How can we motivate the Wiki community to assist  

in the development of the library? 
‣ How could we organise the project? 
‣ Is Wikimedia prepared to invest in this project?



Contact
Vincent Troupin 
Account Director 
!vincent@redurban.com

Robin Pas 
Creative Director 
!robin@redurban.com

Floris Kreulen 
Creative/Copy 
!floris@redurban.com
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thanks 


